How Relyne GI helped this treasured
Thoroughbred recover from colic

“She is so willing to work and
has so much energy. I am so
happy I have my horse back.”
- K AT H E R I N E S Z Y N A L

Katherine Szynal had a newfound joy in her horse At The
Palace. A Christmas present from her mother after the death of
her father in 2016, At The Palace, better known as El, became
more than just a horse. For Katherine, the Thoroughbred
was family. So when El fell ill from two bouts of colic in 2018,
Katherine knew she had to take action.

hyaluronan supplement designed to maintain daily gastric
comfort for horses.
Want to help support your horse’s natural gastric process?
Ask your vet about Relyne GI. Or, if you have a story about
using Relyne GI for your horse, send it to us at
info@hagyardpharmacy.com

The results from a scope done by her veterinarian showed that
El was suffering from stomach and pyloric ulcers. Katherine slept
with her in the barn during each colic incident and feared that
she would have to undergo emergency surgery.
Katherine’s vet administered prescription medications for
seven weeks in an effort to treat the colic, which only resulted
in moderate improvements for El. “We were running out of
options with prescription medicine,” said Katherine.
The vet then recommended that they try the Relyne GI
supplement twice daily. Since switching to Relyne, El has shown
significant improvement. She no longer has signs of colic or
discomfort, and has even gained all of her weight back. “I
believe Relyne saved my horse’s life,” Katherine said.
Katherine and El’s story is one of a number of successful
stories associated with Relyne GI, the high-molecular-weight
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How Relyne GI helped a mare with
colic return to training

“It seems that the
horses began to
relax after five days
on Relyne…”
- SANDY OSBORN
Professional Dressage Trainer

DEVON

ONDIAMA

Sandy Osborn, a 40-year dressage professional, knew she
needed to take steps to quickly resolve the colic her mare,
Ondiama, was experiencing following an ovary removal
surgery. After examination, her veterinarian believed
Ondiama’s colic was caused by high doses of post-surgical
medication agitating her digestive system.
Based on the recommendations of friends, Sandy
immediately started Ondiama on Relyne GI, and she has
not colicked since. “The results have been amazing!” Sandy
added, “She was even more accepting of the rider’s legs
against her body on Relyne GI.”

Relyne GI, Devon never experienced colic despite seemingly
constant anxiety and stress.
Sandy’s story is one of a number of successful stories
associated with Relyne GI, the high-molecular-weight
hyaluronan supplement designed to maintain daily gastric
comfort for horses.
Want to help support your horse’s natural gastric process?
Ask your vet about Relyne GI. Or, if you have a story about
using Relyne GI for your horse, send it to us at
info@hagyardpharmacy.com

Since then, she has started six more of her clients’ horses
on Relyne GI. “Most of the horses’ training has improved
markedly since starting on Relyne GI, I can’t say enough good
things about it!”
Sandy also credits Relyne GI with helping to prevent her
clients’ mare, Devon, from struggling with any bouts of colic.
Devon experienced separation anxiety when traveling alone
to horse shows, and was also nervous when being stabled.
Under stressful conditions such as these, it is common for
horses to experience bouts of colic. Using a daily regimen of
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